financial services
OPERATIONAL RISK MANAGEMENT
WHY CHOOSE DHG?
DHG brings an efficient, practical approach to your company’s operational risk management (ORM) initiatives to
align your risk profile and appetite with business objectives across entities, processes and products.

providing credible risk intelligence to drive business value
Regulatory agencies are examining the strength of an institution’s risk management framework and operating
model more stringently. Companies must define how their risk framework meets regulatory expectations; ultimately,
integrating compliance objectives with effective risk management processes and governance routines.
Driving sustainable transformation empowers a new risk paradigm across ORM framework components and
encompasses governance, culture, data and process allowed through technology as an end-to-end solution. A
comprehensive risk framework increases operational efficiencies and plays a constructive role in strategic decisionmaking, bringing new products and services to market, entering new geographies and hiring third-party vendors.
WHAT WE DO
DHG assists in the design, implementation and transformation of sustainable ORM programs to help your company
identify, measure and mitigate operational risk; protect shareholder value; and achieve improved profitability and
competitive advantage. We work closely with clients to ensure alignment with ‘use test’ regulatory expectations
by embedding ORM processes in activities, decision-making and strategy.
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SERVICES TO MEET YOUR NEEDS
Developed with our clients in mind, DHG’s tailored ORM offerings serve public and private financial services
companies. Our services include:
• Assessment, design and implementation of ORM frameworks, key elements and tools inclusive of a risk
control self-assessment (RCSA); emerging risk identification; internal loss data collection and usage;
external loss data collection and usage; scenario analysis; and key risk indicator reporting.
• Assessment, design and implementation of ORM frameworks for regulatory capital purposes, including
CCAR, Basel and Solvency II.
• Assessment, design and implementation of enterprise-wide risk initiatives, including risk culture, new
products and services, business continuity risk, and governance, risk and controls (GRC) technology.
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